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Abstract—Proactive caching is an effective way to alleviate
peak-hour traffic congestion by prefetching popular contents at
the wireless network edge. To maximize the caching efficiency
requires the knowledge of content popularity profile, which
however is often unavailable in advance. In this paper, we first
propose a new linear prediction model, named grouped linear
model (GLM) to estimate the future content requests based
on historical data. Unlike many existing works that assumed
the static content popularity profile, our model can adapt to
the temporal variation of the content popularity in practical
systems due to the arrival of new contents and dynamics of
user preference. Based on the predicted content requests, we
then propose a reinforcement learning approach with model-free
acceleration (RLMA) for online cache replacement by taking into
account both the cache hits and replacement cost. This approach
accelerates the learning process in non-stationary environment by
generating imaginary samples for Q-value updates. Numerical
results based on real-world traces show that the proposed
prediction and learning based online caching policy outperform
all considered existing schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile data traffic has been experiencing an explosive
growth in recent years, resulting in considerable traffic burden
in both core networks and wireless access networks. Proactive
content caching at the edge of wireless networks has been
shown to be an effective approach to alleviate the traffic
burden, reduce content access latency, and improve user expe-
rience [1], [2]. Due to the vast amount of contents available
in multimedia platforms, not all of them can be pre-stored in
local cache nodes. Moreover, the content popularity is often
unknown in advance. It is therefore of great importance to
predict the future content popularity and determine the cache
placement strategy wisely.
One line of work on content popularity estimation assumes
that the content popularity profile is unknown but time-
invariant [2]–[9]. In [2], [3] fixed global content popularity is
estimated using a training set based on collaborative filtering
and then exploited for caching decisions to maximize the
average user request satisfaction ratio in small-cell networks.
In [4]–[6], using multi-armed bandit algorithm, the cache node
learns the content popularity distribution online by refreshing
its cache placement and observing instantaneous demands for
cached files. In [7], diversity in content popularity across the
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user population is taken into account. In [8], [9], a transfer-
learning approach is proposed to improve the popularity profile
estimates by leveraging prior information obtained from a
surrogate domain, such as social networks. As mentioned, all
these works [2]–[9] assumed that the content popularity profile
is static and hence may not be applicable in practical systems
where the content set or user preference are dynamic.
Another line of related work takes into account the temporal
variation of the content set as well as user preference in
cache placement. The work [10] learns the content popularity
online using contextual multi-armed bandit optimization by
taking into account the dependence of users preference on
their context. The work [11] proposes a learning algorithm that
estimates future content hit rate based on a linear prediction
model. This model incorporates content feature and location
characteristics. However, the users’ context and content feature
information exploited in [10], [11] are often unavailable if the
cache node is operated by mobile network operators, which in
general can only observe local content requests. The work [12]
integrates recommendation with local caching in wireless edge
and proposes a reinforcement learning (RL) based algorithm to
optimize the cache replacement policy. A RL-based algorithm
is also proposed in [13] to find the optimal policy in an
online fashion, enabling the cache node to track the space-time
popularity dynamics. Note that the action of caching in these
existing RL-based algorithms is defined for each individual
content and therefore the action space grows exponentially
with the number of contents.
In this work, we propose a new prediction and learning
approach for online content caching that can well suit the
non-stationary environment without users’ context or content
feature information. We assume that the content library is
dynamic where new contents can arrive arbitrarily at each
time slot. We first propose a grouped linear model (GLM) to
estimate the future content requests by treating the historical
content requests as features where the linear coefficients
are designed in a grouped manner according to the age of
each available content. To avoid over-fitting, instead of using
regularization constraints, we impose linear constraints to
parameters according to the correlation coefficient between the
content requests.
Based on the predicted content requests by GLM, we
propose a reinforcement learning approach with model-free
acceleration (RLMA) to optimize the cache placement by
taking both cache hit and the replacement cost into account.
We formulate the problem as a non-stationary Markov decision
process (MDP), with the objective of maximizing the long-
term reward. Unlike the existing works on RL-based caching
[12], [13], we define the action as the number of contents,
rather than the explicit set of contents, to be replaced, and
hence the action space as well as state space are significantly
smaller. Instead of learning the environment model, we synthe-
size imaginary samples from historical information as inspired
by the imagination rollouts method in [14]. We then update Q-
values using imaginary samples, each of which has an adaptive
learning rate.
We evaluate the performance of our prediction and learning
algorithms using real-world traces. Results show that the
proposed RLMA algorithm in conjunction with the GLM
provides higher long-term reward than existing policies.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We consider a content delivery network with one cache node
of finite storage size. We assume that new contents arrive in
the system at arbitrary rates at discrete time slot t = 1, 2, ....
Let Nt denote a directory of newly arrival files at time slot t
with cardinality |Nt| = Nt. Let τf denote the release time slot
(or birth time) of file f . For each file f ∈ Nt, its release time
slot τf is t. Let Ft denote a directory of total files at time slot
t with cardinality |Ft| = Ft, which is empty at the beginning.
The content set is updated by Ft = Ft−1 ∪ Nt. Users can
make random requests from Ft at time slot t, assuming that
all files have the same size for convenience.
The cache node can store up toM files from the file library.
Let At ∈ At denote the Ft × 1 binary caching vector at time
slot t with At,f = 1 indicating that the f -th file in Ft is
cached at time slot t, and At,f = 0 otherwise. Here At =
{A|A ∈ {0, 1}Ft,AT1 = M} denotes the set of all feasible
caching vectors satisfying the cache capacity constraint. The
replacement cost for refreshing caching files is considered. In
this paper, we define the replacement cost at time slot t as the
number of files that are cached at time slot t but not at time
slot t− 1:
Ct = A
T
t [1− A˜t−1], (1)
where A˜t−1 = [A
T
t−1,01×Nt ]
T .
Let dt denote the content request vector at time slot t of
size Ft × 1, where each element dt,f denotes the number of
requests of file f at time slot t. If the requested content is
cached, we consider that the file is hit. We define the number
of file hits at time slot t as:
Ht = A
T
t dt. (2)
If the cache node does not cache the requested files, it has
to fetch the files from the content provider through the core
network which increases the traffic load of the network and
the access latency of the user.
Taking into account both the cache replacement cost and
the cache hit, we define the cache utility at time slot t as:
rt = Ht − λCt, (3)
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Fig. 1: A schematic depicting the sequence of operations at time slot
t
where λ ≥ 0 is a weighting parameter of the replacement
cost that accounts the affective factors such as network traffic,
channel conditions, replacement speed, etc. We aim to maxi-
mize the total cache utility over all time slots. The optimization
problem is given by,
max lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
rt
subject to: At ∈ At, t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }.
(4)
Since the instantaneous content requests dt at each time slot
cannot be revealed before making the caching decision At,
the above problem is intractable.
In this work, we propose a prediction and learning approach
to solve (4). The sequence of system operations at each time
slot t is shown in Fig. 1. We first predict future content requests
based on historical content requests. Then we learn the content
replacement policy to maximize the total cache utility and
replace the cached contents accordingly. At last we observe
the content requests and compute the cache utility.
III. CONTENT REQUEST PREDICTION MODEL
A common way of predicting the request profile is to assume
that content requests are generated under the independence
reference model (IRM), where the request distribution for a
given content is static and independent of all the past requests.
This IRM model is however not very realistic in practical
systems. Recently it is found in [15] that the shot noise
model (SNM) is more accurate than IRM since it can capture
the temporal correlation of content requests. However, the
SNM model assumes that the content requests are subject to
exponential decay which in reality may not be the case. In
this work, we propose a new linear prediction model of the
time-varying content requests by taking the dynamic aging of
each file into account.
A. Grouped Linear Model
Define bt,f , t−τf , which indicates the age of content f at
time slot t. Let Xt,f ∈ Rbt,f denote a bt,f -dimensional feature
vector of content f observed since its release time, which is
defined as:
Xt,f = (dt−1,f , dt−2,f , ..., dτf ,f )
T . (5)
The feature vector Xt,f contains the historical requests of
content f revealed from its release time slot τf to time
slot t − 1. We predict content requests at time slot t as a
linear function of the feature vector. The linear assumption
is reasonable given the strong linear correlation between past
and future popularities [16]. Due to different dimensions of
different feature vectors, the prediction of content requests at
each time slot t is classfied into different groups by the ages of
the contents, bt,f , with each having different combination co-
efficients. More specifically, we predict the request of content
f at time slot t as:
dˆt,f = θbt,fXt,f , (6)
where θi = (θi,1, θi,2, ..., θi,i) ∈ R
i is the unknown parameter
vector for age i = bt,f .
B. Parameter Estimation
Based on the grouped linear model in (6), we aim at finding
the best choice of the parameter vectors Θ = {θ1, θ2, ...} so as
to achieve the optimal prediction accuracy. The main challenge
is to overcome the over-fitting problem.
Note that our proposed grouped linear model can be viewed
as a variant of the Multivariate Linear Model (ML) [17]
where regularization constraints (such as Ridge regression)
are imposed to deal with the over-fitting problem. However,
the regularization constraints are for general purpose and do
not utilize the specific meaning of the problem at hand. In
this work, content requests are both features and responses
in the linear regression. The parameter θi,j can be viewed as
a normalized correlation coefficient between the requests of
contents with age i at time slot t and the requests of the same
contents at time slot t − j, for 1 ≤ j ≤ i. Since the content
requests in the past encourage the content requests in the
future, the correlation coefficient can be set to non-negative.
Moreover, the content requests during shorter time interval
show stronger correlation. Thus, we can further assume that
θi,j is monotonically non-increasing. As such, we propose to
estimate the optimal parameter vectors Θ by imposing linear
constraints as follows:
P1 : min
Θ
t∑
k=1
∑
f∈Fk
(dˆk,f − dk,f )
2
s. t. θi,j − θi,j+1 ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ [1 : i− 1], ∀ i ∈ N
+
θi,i ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N
+.
The above linearly constrained optimization problem can be
solved by gradient projection method. Utilizing features with
linearly constrained parameters endows our proposed GLM
model with faster convergence and prevention of over-fitting.
IV. LEARNING-BASED CACHING POLICY DESIGN
In this section, we take content requests predicted by the
GLM model as the actual content requests and propose a
model-free adaptive reinforcement learning algorithm to op-
timize the caching policy in non-stationary environment.
A. Q-Learning Formulation
Before optimizing the caching strategy we first illustrate
the tradeoff between the cache hits and the replacement cost.
On one hand, caching all the most popular M files in time
slot t will maximize the hit rate, but it will also generate
significant replacement cost due to the temporal dynamics of
content requests. On the other hand, if the caching vector
remains unchanged with zero replacement cost, the hit rate
will gradually decrease.
We resort to Q-learning to obtain the caching policy
from problem (4) for non-stationary Markov decision process
(MDP) where the state and action are defined as follows:
• State: The system state in each time slot is defined as
st = Aˆ
T
t [1− A˜t−1]. (7)
where Aˆt denotes the anticipated caching vector that
maximizes the cache hits at time slot t and A˜t−1 is
the zero-padded actual caching vector at time slot t − 1
as defined earlier. By intuition, Aˆt should contain the
M most popular content at time slot t based on the
predicted content requests dˆt. The state st represents
the number of different contents between Aˆt and At−1,
which limits the maximal number of contents to be
replaced for maximizing the long-term system reward.
The overall state space is S = [0 : M ].
• Action: The action at each time slot t is defined as the
number of contents we should replace in the cache at
time slot t, denoted as at. Given the action at, since the
replacement cost is fixed we should replace the least at
popular content in the caching vector At−1 by the most
popular at contents not in the caching vector At−1 in
order to maximize the cache hits. The action space at
each time slot is at ∈ [0 : st].
• Reward: The reward at time slot t is defined as the cache
utility rt = Ht − λCt.
We define the policy function pi : S → A, mapping any state
s ∈ S to any action a ∈ {0, ..., s}. For the current state st,
the caching vector is decided by action at = pi(st), indicating
the number of contents replaced in the cache at time slot t.
Let Rt(s, a) denote the average reward of executing action a
under state s at time slot t. Using pi as a complete decision
policy, the optimal value of a state s is written by
Vpi(st) = E
[
∞∑
τ=t
γτ−tRt(sτ , pi(sτ ))
]
. (8)
The objective of adaptive Q-learning algorithm is to find the
optimal policy pi∗ such that the average reward of any state s
is maximized:
pi∗ = argmax
pi∈Π
Vpi(s), ∀s ∈ S (9)
where Π denotes the set of all feasible policy functions.
Bellman equation is a necessary condition for optimality
of a policy in a sequential decision making problem. Let
Tt(s, a, s
′) denote the transition probability that the current
state s goes to the next state s′ under action a at time slot t.
In Markov decision processes, the expected reward for being
in the state s and following some fixed policy pi satisfies the
Bellman equation:
Vpi(s) = Rt(s, pi(s)) + γ
∑
s′
Tt(s, pi(s), s
′)Vpi(s
′). (10)
Let Q∗(s, a) be the expected discounted reinforcement of
taking action a in state s, then continuing by choosing actions
optimally. Note that V ∗(s) is the value of state s assuming the
best action is taken initially. Hence, V ∗(s) = maxaQ
∗(s, a)
and Q∗(s, a) can be written recursively as
Q∗(s, a) = Rt(s, a)+γ
∑
s′∈S
Tt(s, a, s
′)max
a′
Q∗(s′, a′). (11)
Note also that we have pi∗(s) = argmaxaQ
∗(s, a) as
an optimal policy. Updates based on (11) are known as full
backups since they make use of information from all possible
successor states. We denote (s, a, r, s′, t) as an experienced
sample summarizing a single transition in the environment.
This means that the agent in a state s, takes an action a,
from which it receives a scalar reward r from the environment
at time slot t. The reward r is sampled with mean Rt(s, a)
and bounded variance. The environment then goes to the next
state s′ according to the distribution Tt(s, a, s
′). Given the i-
th experienced sample (si, ai, ri, s
′
i, ti), the Q-function at time
slot t is updated by applying a stochastic approximation as
Qt(si, ai) = (1− αt)Qt(si, ai) + αt(ri + γmax
a′
Qt(s
′
i, a
′))
(12)
where αt is the learning rate. In stationary environment, the
stochastic approximation algorithm [18] converges to the opti-
mal valueQ∗ when the learning rate αt satisfies
∑∞
t=1 αt =∞
and
∑∞
t=1 α
2
t <∞.
B. Accelerated Reinforcement Learning
In general, the content request profile is in a non-stationary
environment due to the dynamic user preference and the
release of new contents. As such, the stochastic approximation
algorithm (12) cannot converge to the optimal value Q∗t . When
the learning rate of Q-learning tends to 0, the Q-function
converges to a constant value but Q∗t is varying with time
slot t in non-stationary environment.
In contrast, constant learning rate is suitable for the dy-
namic Q∗t , but there is still no guarantee of convergence
mathematically because of insufficient experienced samples.
The sample complexity of model-free algorithms, particularly
when producing merely one sample per time slot tends to limit
the adaption.
In this work, we propose a novel approach to accelerate
the convergence by synthesizing imaginary samples from
historical information, and thereby increase the number of
samples per slot. Imagine that if we trace back at some point
of time in the history and take an action different from what
really happened in that time slot, then we can generate an
imaginary reward and a new state in accordance with the
known historical content requests. By repeating this process
we can get a sequence of imaginary samples. However, the
samples created in past slot do not follow the distribution of
current reward and transition probability. So instead of select-
ing constant learning rate, we propose an adaptive learning rate
αt,i = α0β
t−ti
0 , where constant parameters α0 and β0 satisfy
0 < α0 < 1, 0 < β0 < 1. The learning rate of updating sample
decays exponentially further from the current slot. The longer
the sample is produced, the larger error of the average reward
and transition probability the sample has. In the extreme case
when the sample is produced at the current slot, the learning
rate achieves maximal value α0.
C. Algorithm
The pseudo code of our proposed reinforcement learning
with model-free acceleration to re-adapt to the non-stationary
environment is given in Algorithm 1. It starts with parame-
ters to be initialized for the GLM model and reinforcement
learning. Replay buffer B stores experienced samples which
are gained from real world, while imaginary replay buffer Bi
stores imaginary samples. In each time slot t, we traverse
all the possible actions in current state st to exploit the
action at with maximal value of Q-function. Besides, after
updating parameters of GLM model with observed content
requests at current time slot t, we aggregate reward and store
an experienced sample (st, at, rt, st+1, t) in replay buffer B.
We repeat synthesizing a sequence of imaginary samples in
line 17-19 for K times. We first replace imaginary caching
vector A∗t−∆t with the real caching vector At−∆t in line
17, and then synthesize ∆t imaginary samples by repeating
line 6-14. Instead of taking action with maximal Q-value, we
synthesize imaginary samples (st, at, rt, st+1, t) by randomly
taking actions allowing for maximizing exploration. Adding
the imaginary samples to the imaginary replay buffer Bi
effectively augments the amount of samples available for Q-
learning. Then with samples in B and Bi, we update Q-value
and thus finish the learning process.
Algorithm 1 Reinforcement Learning with Model-free Accel-
eration (RLMA)
1: Initialize normalized Q-value Q(s, a) and caching vector
A0;
2: Initialize replay buffer B ← ∅ and step length ∆t← 30;
3: Initialize imaginary replay buffer Bi ← ∅;
4: Initialize GLM parameters θ ← 0;
5: for t = 1, 2, .., T do
6: Observe state st;
7: Take action at ← argminaQ(s, a);
8: Update the caching vector At by replacing At−1 with
at files in Aˆt;
9: Content requests dt are revealed;
10: Receive reward rt ← λrATt dt − λcA
T
t [1−At−1];
11: Update GLM Model with dt by P1;
12: Use GLM Model to predict dˆt+1 by eq.(6);
13: Compute Aˆt+1 by sorting dˆt+1;
14: Compute st+1 by comparing At and Aˆt+1;
15: Store transition sample (st, at, rt, st+1, t) in B;
16: for k = 1, 2, ..,K do
17: Set imaginary caching vector A∗t−∆t ← At−∆t;
18: Repeat line 6-14 by replacing A with A∗ for ∆t
times;
19: Store all imaginary transition samples in Bi;
20: end for
21: for (si, ai, ri, s
′
i, ti) ∈ Bi do
22: Update Q(si, ai);
23: end for
24: end for
V. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
GLM model and RLMA algorithm by comparing them with
several reference algorithms based on a real world dataset.
A. Description of The Dataset
We use data from MovieLens [19] as our main dataset for
the evaluation of our proposed algorithm. MovieLens is an
online recommender created by GroupLens Research in order
to gather research data on personalized recommendations. The
MovieLens 224M DataSet [20] contains 26024289 ratings and
753170 tag applications across 45843 movies. These data were
created by 270896 users between January 09, 1995 and August
04, 2017. Each entry of the dataset consists of an anonymous
user ID, a movie ID, a rating made on a 5-star scale, and a
timestamp. We treat each movie rating by a user as a content
request of a user connected to a wireless local cache node
(see [10], [21] for a similar approach). This assumption is
reasonable since it is common that users post ratings on the
movies right after watching them.
In our simulations, we only use the ratings of movies
released in the last three years, since over half of the ratings
were provided during this period. Then, we divide three years’
time into 1095 slots of one day each (T = 1095), assuming
that the cache node updates its cache content on a daily basis.
Then, we assign the content requests to the slots according to
their timestamps.
B. Accuracy of Content Request Prediction
We first evaluate the prediction accuracy of our proposed
GLM method by considering the cache hits only without
replacement cost. We compare our method with the following
benchmarks:
• Least Recently Used (LRU): The cache node records the
recent arrive of all cached contents. The least recently
arrived one is replaced by the newly arrival content when
the cache is full.
• Least Frequently Used with Dynamic Aging (LFUDA)
[22]: The cache node counts the the number of arrive of
all contents. The least frequently used one is replaced by
the new content when the cache is full. A dynamic aging
policy is used to prevent previously popular content from
polluting the cache.
• Optimal Caching: The cache node caches the most pop-
ular content that achieves theoretically optimal perfor-
mance with hindsight. Note that this optimal caching only
serves as the performance upper bound since it is not
implementable in a real system because it needs future
information.
Fig. 2 plots the overall cache hit ratio with respect to
cache size M for a network with T = 1000 time slots. The
overall cache hit ratio with cache size M files is defined
as
∑T
t=1Ht/
∑T
t=1
∑N
j=1 dt,j . It is seen that GLM outper-
forms both LFUDA and LRU. In particular, the performance
of GLM achieve 15.2% improvement against LFUDA and
170.6% improvement against LRU when the cache size is 5
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Fig. 2: Overall cache hit ratio vs memory size
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Fig. 3: Average cache hit ratio vs iteration times
files. This is because LFUDA only considers static popularity
profile which is different from the current popularity profile.
Although LRU takes the dynamics of popularity into account,
the popular content may be replaced when unpopular content
are requested. The limitation of LRU becomes greater when
the cache size is smaller. Instead, GLM continuously learns
the linear model not only considering the dynamic popularity
but also avoiding the unstable replacement.
Fig. 3 plots the average cache hit ratio with respect to
iteration times t for a network with M = 80 files to show
how the caching performance varies over time. The instant
cache hit ratio of time slot t is define as Ht/
∑N
j=1 dt,j . Each
point of a curve in the figure represents the average cache
hit ratio within the time window between itself and the next
point. The average cache hit ratio achieved by these algorithm
shown in this figure is decreasing. This is due to the fact that
the number of content requests for each time slot increases
when the content library increases over time. The performance
of the GLM approaches the optimal policy over time, which
indicates that GLM is good at identifying the most popular
content instead of moderately popular content.
C. Comparison of Caching Policies
Now we consider the replacement cost and we evaluate
the performance of our proposed RLMA algorithm. Besides
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Fig. 4: Average reward vs iteration times
the benchmarks of LRU and LFUDA, we also compare the
performance of RLMA algorithm with the following caching
policies:
• Most Popular: The cache node caches the most popular
content predicted by GLM algorithm. The least popular
one is replaced by the more popular content when the
cache is full.
• Origin Q-Learning: The origin Q-learning only updates
the Q-function by the experienced samples instead of the
imaginary samples.
Fig. 4 plots average reward with respect to iteration times t
for a network with cache size M = 1000 files. The cumulative
reward achieved by RLMA is 15.6%, 22.6%, 28.8% and
30.8% higher than the ones achieved by LFUDA, Origin
QL, Most Popular and LRU, respectively. There are several
notable points: Origin QL only update its Q-function by the
experienced samples, which cannot guarantee the convergence
of the Q-value. LFUDA performs badly at the first few hundred
of slots because the popularity counted by LFUDA varies
rigidly when the content library is small, which will cause
a large replacement cost. The performance of LRU is better
than RLMA at first but drop to the worst after 400 slots. As the
content library grows, the replacement cost of LRU increases
because the uncached contents are more likely to be requested.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered a learning-based approach
to cache contents in a single cache node. The dynamic popular-
ity profile for caching content is estimated using the grouped
linear model and considers the historical content requests as
features. Linear constraints are added to the estimation to
avoid over-fitting the training set. By considering dynamic
popularity profile and newly arrival contents, the content
replacement is cast as a reinforcement learning for non-
stationary environment task. A reinforcement learning with
model-free acceleration algorithm is developed for finding the
optimal caching policy in an online fashion. The imaginary
samples achieve substantially improved sample complexity
and enable the cache node to track and possibly adapt to the
non-stationary environment. Numerical results show that the
proposed GLM Model outperforms LRU and LFUDA and the
proposed RLMA algorithm provides higher long-term reward
than other algorithms. Further research may focus on multiple
cache nodes, where each user can be served by one or multiple
BSs.
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